250       IX   ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS
functions hj(z) (1 ^j<r) analytic in V and such that the polynomial F(z,
"1 H	+ hr(z) satisfies the identity
F(z, w)     2m Jy /(z, u) w - u
for z e V and \w\ > e).
 5.	Let (fn) be a sequence of complex valued analytic functions in a connected open subset
A of C. Suppose that for each z e A, the sequence (/n(z)) tends to a limit g(z), and the
convergence is uniform in every compact subset of A. Suppose in addition that each
mapping z-*fn(z) of A into C is infective. Show that either g is constant in A or g is
injective (for any z0 e A, consider the sequence (fn(z) — fn(z0)) and apply (9.17.4) and
the principle of isolated zeros).
 6.	Let 9 be a real valued twice differentiable function in the interval [0,1], Suppose
19(0)1 < l<pCO|, and let x0 be one of the zeros of <p(0) — <p(l)cos x = 0 in ]—tt, tt[.
Show that the entire function
/• i
F(z)=      <p(t)$inztdt
has a denumerable set of zeros; furthermore it is possible to define a surjective
mapping n -> za of Z onto the set of zeros of zF(z), such that each zero corresponds
to a number of indices equal to its order, and that Km (z2n — #o — 2mr) =
n-».±co
Hm (z2n+i -f xq — 2n7r) = Q.   (Integrating  twice   by  parts,  show that one can
n-*±oo
write zF(z) = <p(0) - (p(l) cos z + G(z), where |G(z)| < ae l-*(x"/\z\; minorize
\q>(Q) — <p(l) cos z| outside of circles having centers at the zeros of that function, in
the same was as |sinz| was minorized in Problem 2; and use Rouch6's theorem in
a suitable way.) Treat similarly the cases in which |9?(0)| > |<p(l)| or |<p(0)|

